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ABSTRACT 

A computer program has been used to calculate the amount of energy 

which can be extracted from a flat plate solar collector. The computations 

consider latitude, heat loss, daily temperature range, per-cent cloud cover, 

sun angle, etc. to determine the feasibility of home-heating for an angu-

larly adjustable solar collector in the northern hemisphere. The program 

also calculates the energy available from a solar-earth heat pump. 

The influence of design parameters and the feasibility of using 

solar energy to generate heat and electricity for a small single family 

residence have been considered. The electrical energy produced would be 

used to supply the electrical needs of the residence during the daylight 

hours; this load is relatively small. In some cases, the energy can be 

used to heat water or to reduce home heating and air conditioning expenses. 

All excess electricity is expected to be fed to the existing power grid for 

credit as it is generated, reducing the need for energy storage devices. 

Extensions of the program to consider the energy balance for small industrial 

buildings or medium size solar farms covering shopping centers are also 

discussed. 
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A. Introduction 

A computer program which calculates the heat available from a solar-

earth heat pump has been used to predict the theoretically available solar 

energy·. The energy gained is intended to supplement that available from a 

utility distribution system, rather than replace it. This would be particularly 

helpful to reduce the electrical peak-loading and line voltage drop (brown-

out) during a heat-wave. The direct hourly correlation of solar power and 

peak air-conditioning load is obvious. But many questions on the exact 

quantity and location of power generating sources and power consumers for a 

large variety of specific conditions and influences need to be answered. 

1f a small residential, roof-top, solar electrical generator was 

available, it could supply the electrical needs of a residence during the 

daylight hours. This load is relatively small and a simplified order-of-

magnitude calculation iq.dicates that extra energy can. be developed. Hence, 

the prospect of feeding excess energy to the power grid for industrial and 

commercial use which accounts for about 85% of daytime demand and ~75% of 

total demand. 

A bi-directional wattmeter would register the net power consumed. If 

the electrical generator produced more power than was consumed, a credit would 

be granted, conversely if the residence consumed more energy than was generated 

on a monthly basis, a debit would be issued. 

The following simplified estimate indicates a residential solar collec-
' 

tor could generate about 60 cents of electricity per sunny day. 

(
Power ) 
Density · 

(1.0 kW/m 2
) 

(
Average ) 
Sunlight 

(6 hr/day) 

Income Generated 

Typical Electrical Bill 
Credit 

(
Collector ) 
20 X 50 ft 

( .100 m2 
) 

~ 60¢/day 

~ 33¢/day 
~ 27¢/day 

1 

(
Assumed l 
Efficiency 

( 5 % 
(
Cost of ) 
Electricity 

( 2 ¢/kWhr ) 

~ 18 $/mo 

~ 10 $/mo 
~ 8 $/mo 

~ 216 $/yr 

~ 120 $/yr 
~ .96 $/yr 

= 60 ¢/day 



B. Power Density 

Each of the factors in the previous calculation includes a number of 

assumptions. The solar insolation is not a constant 1.0 kW/m2
• It varies 

from zero to 1 kW/m2 and can be calculated as a function of latitude, cloud 

cover, and month using the program. It can use either calculated or measured 

values from U.S. Weather Bureau reports and other engineering publications. 

Distribution of the average incident solar energy density in June as a func-

tion of geographical location has been graphed using U.S. Weather Bureau 

statistics. A graph for the contiguous states is shown in Figure 1 from 

Reference 2. 

These "isoinsolation" contours should be compared to distributions of 

power usage. Large domes over the industrial and commercial centers describe 

where and when (hour by hour) electricity is being used. Regional maps 

should be envisioned of a dynamic 3-dimensional surface whose height above 

the map indicates the amount of electrical energy usage. 

Isoinsolation contours should also be compared to electrical and thermal 

power generation contours. Tremendous spikes over 1000 MWe plants describe 

the centralized nature of our electrical-energy supply. 

Updated data, having better resolution (i.e., more sampling points 

surrounding the northeast corridor and the other industrial centers), needs 

to be mapped. Error maps also need to be described in detail. Monthly average 

temperatures are satisfactory for order-of-magnitude estimates; but minimals, 

average of the minimums, averages, average of the maximums, and maximals 

also need to be considered. Variations in the data for temperature and hori-

zontal insolation are the most critical due to conductive, convective, and 

radiation energy losses. 

2 
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By using various sections of the program one can calculate more 

detailed isoinsolation contours for specific conditions surrounding a 

city or town. The quantitative theoretical feasibility of using solar energy 

for heating and electricity at a large number.of closely spaced specific 

locations has not been calculated due to the complexity and number of compu-

tations involved. However, this program provides one estimate of the theo-

retically available energy. Two major divisions of the main program give 

a) the energy which may be expected from a solar collector and b) the 

energy which may be expected from a solar collector and ground coil heat-

pump combination. 

The primary considerations concerning the amount of available solar 

energy are the location and the atmospheric conditions such as temperature, 

snow, haze, or clouds. The angular position and type of solar collector 

are less important. The energy available in the ground depends on the type 

of soil, moisture content, climate, and design of the ground coil. The 

equations involved in the analysis are derived from astronomy, fluid mechanics, 

soil mechanics, and basic heat transfer relations. Some of the assumptions 

implied by the equations used by the program are: 

1. The average collection temperature is l0°F. warmer than 
the ambient air (conservative estimate). 

2. Radial heat flow from a linear "equivalent length" ground 
coil pipe. 

3. The average soil temperature varies periodically. 

4. Homogenous soil. 

The notation used in the program is somewhat arbitrary although an 

attempt has been made to use conventional symbols whenever possible, for 

example, H for enthalpy, and S for entropy. Table 1 gives a list of the 

variables and their respective meanings. The program was written in FORTRAN 

3 



For the IBM 7094 system at the University of Illinois in 1963 and includes 

a generous amount of COMMENT cards to describe what is being calculated. It 

has been written for a specific solar collector and ground coil design which 

is representative of one which may be used and commercially produced. The 

size and proportions of the collector are left as input variables, as well 

as the length of the ground coil, in order to increase the versatility of 

the program. 

The heating demand is maximum on the coldest days; fortunately these 

days are usually clear, so that the solar radiation received is also a 

maximum. On cloudy days the solar radiation received is less, so the 

available heating energy from i.t is reduced; however, these days are 

usually warmer so the heating demand is correspondingly less. If a solar 

collector and ground coil are both employed, then the earth, a swimming pool, 

or a covered lake may serve as a reservoir for storing thermal energy when 

it is not required for heating purposes. Since soil is a relatively poor heat 

conductor, the rate of transferring heat is slow; however, the earth is capa-

ble of supplying some heating energy when:the sun is not shining. During the 

winter months the ground is usually warmer than the outside dry bulb tempera-

ture, and during the summer months it is usually cooler than the air in seasonal 

areas of the northern hemisphere. Therefore, for some locations the earth may 

be used as a heat source in winter and a heat sink in summer. A ground coil 

embedded in a concrete basement floor or the earth under a home pro~ides a 

uniform heat source, thermal inertia, and reduced relative humidity in the basement. 

The peak electrical demand will remain precisely in phase with the incident 

solar power, assuming we retain the 8-hour work day and air-conditioning sales 

continue to rise. The emphasis here is not to store the energy for the early 
I 

evening residential peak load, but rather to feed the grid during production. 

4 
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C. Average Sunlight 

The next assumption, concerning an average sunlight of 6 hr/day, 

indicates the sun is visible about 25% of a day. Hence the first two 

' quantities imply that the average daily energy density available is about 

0.25 kw hr m- 2 day- 1
• The sun can be .above the horizon anywhere from 0 to 

24 hours of the day, depending on latitude and season. Six hours is the 

yearly average useful sunlight per day in a favorable area of the United 

States. Typical program results include the number of hours of sunlight for 

various latitudes, and solar altitude ranges. The program example uses 5 hr/day 

as the amount of average useful sunlight. 

Previous results for a sunny day, with afternoon clouds, in Australia 

are shown in Figure 2 from Reference 4. Note the sensitivity to clouds, 

a factor of two variation is common. This curve represents typical power 

production dynamics for any proposed solar energy plant. The larger plants 

will have to respond rapidly and large power surges will require switching, 

damping, and an alternative power source to fill the cloud gaps if solar 

power is over-centralized. A distribution of many smaller collectors over 

the load centers is recommended. 

The ratio of direct to total incident insolation is an important 

consideration for focussing collectors. Approximately two-thirds of the 

energy is direct beam on a sunny day, hence cloud and haze obstructions 

strongly affect the power generation dynamics. Peaks and prolonged , 

periods of low fuel supply are numbered among the engineering challenges. 

5 



D. Collector Size 

The size of the collector (20' x 50' = 1000 ft 2 or ~100 m2 ) represents 

an assumed area equal to the flat roof of a small house. The assumed number 

would differ by a factor of 2, 5, or 10 either larger or smaller depending 

on the circumstances. Small collectors (10 m2
) can be used to maintain the 

charge on a battery, whereas a larger collector (1,000 m2
) might cover the 

roof of an industrial or commercial building (e.g., shopping center) to lower 

the air conditioning requirements and reduce the electrical bill. 

If a wide geographical distribution of solar collectors were available, 

the electrical generating capacity of the nation would not be as concentrated, 

and hence somewhat vulnerable (Ref: N.Y. blackout of 1965). A distribution 

over a larg~ geographical area would also reduce local cloud cover effects 

on the energy available from solar energy converters. The first priority is to 

emphasize the probable energy which can be derived from one small (household) 

collector for various specific locations (lkWe). 

The second step is to multiply the computations by a number of roof top 

units (1 MWe)· The third step is to extrapolate to solar mini-parks (1 MWe). 

Large commercial desert plants (100 MWe to 1,000 MWe) are considered as 

supplemental power plants which may be more environmentally acceptable than 

the four corners power plants. The combination of a coal gasific_ation plant 

and a solar farm should satisfy both the energy demand and the environmental 

demand. 

Solar collectors are presently commercially available for heating water 

(Reference 5). The main objective is to reduce the cost of heating a swimming 

pool. There are about 250,000 pools in California, which may provide a market 

for these heaters. Their initial cost is about the same as a conventional 

6 
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pool heater, but the fuel is free. Swimming pools can be considered as large 

low temperature heat storage devices. An analogy can be drawn between the 

"ground coil" of the program and a swimming pool. They are used to increase 

the thermal inertia of a heating system. The requirements of a combined heat 

and electrical generating system are, of course, somewhat different. 

In some northern cities ground coils have been installed in black 

asphalt driveways. These coils may serve the dual purpose of a large area 

heat collector in summer as well as their intended purpose of melting snow. 

Shading from trees, buildings, and vehicles needs to be considere~ as well 

as mechanical strength and installation cost. Concrete driveways are sub-

ject to cracks due to thermal cycling, but they can serve as a foundation 

for a solar collector surface. 

Architectural, visual, and asthetic considerations favor covering 

existing roofs and the use of flat plate solar collectors. These factors 

will have an increasing effect on the size of acceptable designs. Multiple 

purpose units (e.g., driveway surfaces, roofing material, and swimming 

pool walkways) demand a pleasing visual appearance. The diffuse and 

discontinuous nature of the fuel are major limitations on a solar power 

system. 
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E. Efficiency 

The assumed overall efficiency of 5% is considered obtainable depending 

on the location, fluid used, angle, collection temperature, and design of 
I 

the collector. There are a wide variety of estimates and quotations of 

this factor. Present day large scale thermal-electrical generators have effi-

ciencies from 30% to 40%. A typical fossil fuel plant may be 36% and a nuclear 

reactor about 33%. However it is unrealistic to expect to approach these 

efficiencies using a low temperature diffuse energy source. For comparison, 

Research variety, expensive, photovoltaic semiconductor solar cells have 

recently approached about 18%. Unfortunately, direct conversion of solar to 

I 
electrical and thermal power for residential use is not yet economically possible. 

Sheridan (Reference 4, p 399) reported' the following: 
. I 

"The clear day performance shows that about 20 per cent of the daily 

incident energy can be converted to cooling. (The collector had an average 

daily efficiency of 0.32 while the average coefficient of performance of 

the refrigerator was 0.65). Storage losses would lower the overall performance 

somewhat." 

Perhaps an optimized solar heat and electricity generator can be operated 

at an average daily collection efficiency of 30%, and a conversion efficiency 

of 33%, yielding an overall efficiency of 10%. However, we use the 5% figure 

in order to reduce the income by a factor of two. Clearly, this factor is 

very importa}lt. The 95% energy "loss" is used in this proposed heat pump 

system to heat the residence. Nuclear reactors and fossil fuel plants waste 

about twice as much energy as they create since it cannot easily be transported 

to where it is needed. 

8 
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F. Cost 

We assume that we can "sell" electricity at the same rate that we have 

to pay for it (i.e., 2 ¢/kw-hr). As a minimum objective the electric bill 

should be zero dollars. Any excess electricity generated could be used by 

installing an electric hot water heater, in addition to an electric stove 

and air conditioner. The typical electric bill previously stated is for the 

following appliances: gas oven, range, hot water, and furnace; no air 

conditioning; one large side-by-side refrigerator-freezer, furnace fan, 

lights, ,small appliances and electric clothes dryer. Alternatively, any 

excess electric energy could charge batteries for later use. However, a 

primary objective is to drive a residential wattmeter mo.tor backwards during 

the day-time loading so no storage costs need to be considered, and to 

increase the electrical generating capacity adjacent to its use and precisely 

in phase with peak-loading. 

The prospect of individuals and corporations using the solar energy on 

their roof to supplement their electrical needs and to reduce the air-condi-

tioning load will depend almost entirely on the required capital investment. 

Since the economics of energy is a direct result and a strong function of 

government policy in addition to other variables, we will not attempt any 

economic projections. A crucial parameter is the collector cost per square 

foot which must be minimized. These facts are well known and have been dis-

cussed at length in the literature. One extremely remote hope which we have 
' I 

held for a very long time is that the U.S. Congress would allow an' individual 

home owner at least a 27.5% energy non-depletion allowance on the capital and 

expense of installing a solar collector, ground coil, electrical generator, 

and adequate insulation. 

9 



G. Description of Solar-·earth Heat~ 

Figure 3 shmvs the circuit diagram for a solar-earth pump system (Ref 3). 

The heat exchanger will demand heat from the solar collector and/or the ground 

I 

coil depending on their temperatures during a heating cycle. When the sun 

shines, the heat source is direct solar energy trapped by the collector, and 

the thermal energy of the soil. An antifreeze solution (ethylene glycol) is 

circulated through the solar collector and heat exchanger to transfer the thermal 

energy. An antifreeze solution also flows through the ground coil and heat 

exchanger, to transfer thermal energy and prevent the transport fluid from 

freezing during low temperature operation. The transport fluid is not circu-

lated throug:h the solar collector at night or on cloudy days. 

A refrigerant (C Cl2 F2) is used to transport the energy from the heat 

exchanger to the air coil. A fan circulates filtered return air and outside 

air through the air coil to the rooms that require heating. The valves should 

be thermostatically controlled for efficient and simple operation. The heat 

exchanger acts as the evaporator, and the air coil as a condenser during the 

heating cycle. 

During the cooling cycle the air coil serves as an evaporator, removing 

heat and moisture from the return and outside air. The heat exchanger then 

becomes the condenser, collecting the heat of compression and the heat absorbed 

from the air stream. This heat is then transferred to the earth by the anti-

freeze solution circulating through the ground coil and heat exchanger. For 
I 

the example considered here the ground coil has sufficient capacity to dissi-

I ' 
pate the cooling load. Since the solar collector is not being used during the 

cooling cycle, its energy would be directed by additionat apparatus to more 

useful work (e.g., producing electricity or heating water). 

10 
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H. Program Procedure 

The program begins with computer system control cards, followed by 

memory addressing in the form of COMMON and DIMENSION statements. Data 

for the. location and structure to be considered is then fed into the machine. 

The first COMMENT card, "SOLAR COLLECTOR," marks the beginning of the 

calculations that determine the amount of available heating energy from a 

solar collector. These equations apply to any size and tilt collector, 

following the design presented by Penrod (Ref 3). Brook's Equation (Ref 8) 

is an empirical relation which makes it possible to use measured pyrhelio-

metric data in calculating the total insolation received on a surface. The 

useful heat power (QUll) in Btu ft - 2 day-~. that may be obtained from the 

collector is calculated and the results for the first section of the program 

are then printed. 

COMM~T card "GROUND COIL" marks the beginning of the calculations for 

combined ground coil and solar collector heating. The indoor dry bulb design 

temperature (TI) is given as 70.0°F. The program then tests to determine if 

net heating or cooling is required for the month being considered. Various 

fluid properties, flow rates, and temperatures are also calculated. The heat 

power delivered to the system (QDEL) in Btu/hr is computed and the-remainder 

of the calculations are to provide the user with quantitative results from 

which he m~y perform a cost analysis for his particular location. 

The subroutines used in the computations are: 

1) SINTER - This is a single interpolation subroutine that determines the 

pressure and enthalpy as a function of temperature for a saturated vapor 

of Refrigerant 12 (dichlorodifluoromethane). Range: 0° - 130°F. 

11 



2) DINTER - A double interpolation subroutine that determines the enthalpy, 

specific volume, and entropy; as a function of temperature and pressure 

for Refrigerant 12. Range: Absolute pressure of 40 psi and saturation 

tempera·ture of 25. 93°F, to an absolute pressure of 155 psi and temperature 

3) PROP - A least-square polynominal curve fit subroutine that determines 

the specific gravity, viscosity, and specific heat as a function of 

temperature for ethylene glycol (50- 50% by weight). Range: -30°F to 

4) TAIL - A single interpolation subroutine that determines the value of 

the following integral from beta to infinity. 

00 

I (B) J -B2 
= ...-e-:::-B - dB 

B 

Range: B from 0.0001 to 0.85. 

Table 1 gives a description of the parameters involved in the program. 

The first column (printed output) is the label printed in the output for a 

specific quantity. The second column presents a brief description of the variable 

and its units. The third column gives the FORTRAN symbol that is used in the 

program. 

.\ 
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Printed Output· 

•ANGLE OF TILT 

LATITUDE 
.~ 

COLLECTOR AREA 

HEAT LOSS 

SOLAR COLLECTOR 

LENGTH 
WIDTH 
DEPTH 

GROUND COIL LENGTH 

SOIL CONDUCTIVITY 

THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY 

BETA 

TS 

HOURS SUN 

ALPHA 

GAMMA 

GAMMA T 

MEAN TEMP 

AVG. TEMP 

UG 

uc 

F2 

F3 

QHll 

C THETA T 

HORIZ I. 

AREA TILT 

SHADING F 

DIRT F 

C) •.•• 4 ,J \ I 

9 '..) v i.i ~ .t 

TABLE 1 

NOTATION 

·.,; 0 

Description 

SOLAR EARTH HEAT PUMP 

Angle of tilt of the plane of the solar 
collector from the vertical (degrees) 

Latitude of the building (degrees) 

Area of the solar collector exposed to 
sunlight (square feet) 

Heating load of the building (Btu/hr) 

Length of the solar collector (units) 
Width of the solar collector (units) 
Depth of the solar collector (units) 

Length of the ground coil (feet) 

Conductivity of the soil (Btu/hr ft °F) 

Diffusivity of the soil (ft 2 /mo) 

SOLAR COLLECTOR 

Solar altitude (degrees) 

Hour angle of the sun at sunrise and 
sunset when 8 = 0 (degrees) 

Hours of possible sunshine (hours) 

Solar azimuth angle (degrees) 

Angular conversion factor (degrees) 

Brook's empirical angular function (degrees) 

Mean air temperature (°F) 

Average collection temperature (°F) 

Over-all heat transfer coefficient of 
the glass plate system (numeric) 

Over-all heat transfer coefficient of 
the rear of the collector (numeric) 

Tube spacing factor (numeric) 

Flow rate factor (numeric) 

Heat power loss (Btu/sq ft/day) 

Cosine of angle of incidence (numeric) 

Horizontal insolation (Btu/sq ft/day) 

Shading in percent of total area (%) 

Shading factor (numeric) 

Dirtiness factor (numeric) 

13 

Program Symbol 

PHI 

ALAT 

AREAC 

HLOSS 

BLONG 
WIDE 
SDEEP 

XLONG 

COND 

DIFF 

BETA 

TS 

HOUR 

ALPHA 

GAMMA 

GT 

TO 

TAVG 

UG 

uc 

F2 

F3 

QHll 

CTST 

HORIZI 

AT 

SFAC 

DFAC 



T.A.P. 

Fl 

Qll 

THRESH I. 

QUll 

ETA 

TAN GAM T 

I S TILT 

COOLING I 

TEMP MAX 

TEMP MEAN 

TEMP DAY 

C.E.R. 

Q DAY 

Q NIGHT 

QBAR 

QE 

Q. sc 

s 
BETA 

I(BETA) 

DELTA T 

TU 5 FEET 

T DISTURB 
/ 

AVG. TEMP 

TD BAR 

Total effective Transmissivity 
-absorptivity product for two glass 
cover plates (numeric) 

Correction factor (numeric) 

Solar heat power absorbed by collector 
plate (Btu/sq ft/day) 

aorizontal threshold insolation 
(Btu/sq ft/day) 

' 
Useful heat power (Btu/sq ft/day) 

Collector efficiency (per cent) 

Tangent of 1ft' Brook's empirical angular 
function (numeric) 

Total insolation received on tilted 
surface (Btu/sq ft/day) 

The number of the month for which a net 
cooling will be required (September = 1, 
October= 2, ••• ) · 

SOLAR COLLECTOR AND GROUND COIL 

Maximum daytime temperature (°F) 

Mean daytime temperature (°F) 

Mean daytime temperature (°F) 

Cooling Energy Ratio (numeric) 

Heating demand during collection (Btu/hr) 

Heating demand during the night (Btu/hr) 

Total demand - weighted mean (Btu/hr) 

Evaporator load (Btu/hr) 

Heat Power from horizontal solar collector 
(Btu/hr) 

Strength of heat sink (Btu/hr ft) 

Beta, the solar altitude (numeric) 

Integral of Beta (numeric) 

Soil temperature change during previous 
month ( 0 F) 

Undisturbed soil temperature at a depth 
of 5 feet (first of the month, °F) 

Disturbed soil temperature on the first 
day of the month (5' down, °F) 

The average temperature of the transport 
fluid in the solar collector (•F) 

Mean temperature of the ethylene-glycol in 
ground coil on the 15th day of the month (°F) 

14 

TAP 

Fl 

Qll 

HTHI 

QUll 

ETA 

TGT 

XITS 

TMAX 

TMEAN 

TO 

CER 

QA 

QB 

QBAR 

QE 

QSC 

s 
BETAl 

BETA I 

DEL TAT 

TU5 

TD 

TAVG 

TDBAR 

. 



TAV-TDRAR 

HOURS SUN 

QSUM 

SP GR GC 

MU GC 

MU SC 

RE GC 

G DOT GC 

CP GC 

DT GC 

SP GRA SC 

CP SC 

RE SC 

G DOT SC 

DT SC 

TG 

TE 

T3 

T4 

P3 

H2 

H3 

H4 

V4 

S4 

T5 

Average air temperature minus mean 
temperature of ground coil 

Average number of hours of sunshine 
per day for the month 

Sum of the heat power from the solar 
collector & the condenser (Btu/hr) 

Specific Gravity of the glycol at 
temp td in ground coil (numeric) 

Viscosity of the glycol at temperature 
td in the ground coil (centipoise) 

Viscosity of the glycol at temperature 
ta in solar collector (centipoise) 

Reynolds No. of glycol in ground 
coil (numeric) 

Flow rate of glycol in ground coil 
(lbs/hr) 

Specific Heat of glycol in ground 
coil (Btu/lb °F) 

Change in temperature of glycol in ground 
coil (°F) 

Specific Gravity of glycol in solar 
collector (numeric) 

Specific Heat of glycol in solar collector 
(Btu/lb°F) 

Reynolds No. of glycol in solar collector 
(numeric) 

Flow rate of glycol in solar collector 
(lbs/hr) 

Change in temperature of glycol in 
solar collector (°F) 

Mean glycol temperature (°F) 

Evaporation temperature (°F) 

Temperature at state 3 (°F) 

Temperature at state 4 (°F) 

Pressure at state 4 (psia) 

Enthalpy at state 2 (B/lb) 

Enthalpy at state 3 (B/lb) 

Enthalpy at state 4 (B/lb) 

Specific Volume at state 4 (cubic feet/lb) 

Entropy at state 4 (B/lb 0 R) 

Temperature at state 5 (°F) 

15 

DIF 

HOURSN 

QSUM 

SPGR 

XMUCP 

YMUCP 

RE 

GDOT 

CP 

DT 

SPGRA 

CPA 

RES 

GDOTE 

DTS 

TG 

TE 

T3 

T4 

P3 

H2 

H3 

H4 

V4 

54 

T5 



HS 

QR 

QC 

WJ 

HER CYCLE 

CER CYCLE 

ETA(V) 

G F-12 

Q DOT R 

Q DOT c 

w. /J 

PA 

Q DOT EQ 

Q DOT DEL 

Q DOT MO 

TAU 

E 

El 

E TOTAL 

HER HP 

HER SYS 

E2 

E CM 

E MONTH 

HER M SYS 

Enthalpy at state 5 (B/lb) 

Refrigeration Effect (B/lb) 

Heat to condenser (B/lb) 

Theoretical Work of Compression (B/lb) 

Heating Energy Ratio for the refrigeration 
cycle (numeric) 

Cooling Energy Ratio for the refrigeration 
cycle (numeric) 

Clearance Factor (per cent) 

Refrigerant circulated (lbs/hr) 

Heat power delivered to the evaporator 
(btu/hr) 

Heat power delivered to the condenser 
(Btu/hr) 

Theoretical Power of Compression (Btu/hr) 

Actual Compression Power (Btu/hr) 

Heat Power absorbed from equipment (Btu/hr) 

Heat Power delivered (Btu/hr) 

Monthly demand (Btu/mo) 

Hours of heat pump operation (hr/mo) 

Energy supplied to compressor (kw hr/mo) 

Energy supplied to the fan motor and 
the pump for 24 hours and one motor 
for n hours (kw hr/mo) 

Total energy supplied to the system 
per month (kw hr/mo) 

Heating Energy Ratio per hour for the 
heat pump under operating conditions 
(numeric) 

Heating Energy Ratio per hour for the 
heat pump system under operating 
conditions (numeric) 

Energy Supplied to pump and motor 
· (Btu/mo) 

Energy Supplied to compressor motor 
(Btu/mo) 

Total Energy supplied per month (Btu/mo) 

Heating Energy Ratio per month for the 
entire system under operating conditions 
(numeric) 
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The purpose of this report is not to present a detailed description 

of the procedure, but rather, just to outline the considerations involved 

in the analysis. Figure 4 gives a graphical description of the various 

states of the refrigerant F-12. It is assumed that the expansion valve 
I 

operates at ll0°F for all montbs of the heating season. The throttling 

process from state 1 to state 2 implies an adiabatic, irreversible, constant 

enthalpy expansion. There is an isentropic compression from state 4 to 

state 5. The isobaric cooling from state 5 to state 1 occurs at 151.11 psi 

which is constant for all months of the heating season. 
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I. Example 

This is a complete or "canned" program. In order for a design engineer 

to employ this program he must supply only that data which is unique to the 

proposed !~cation of the installation (and a computer). After the data in 

Table 2 is obtained and expressed on punched cards according to their respec-

tive formats~ then these input cards are to be placed in consecutive order 

as numbered here, and placed at the beginning of the data deck. The user may 

then process the program and obtain the results for the location in question. 

The total computer time will be approximately two minutes on an IBM 7094 

with three pages of output. 

TABLE 2 

INPUT DATA 

1. PHI FORMAT(9F8.2/) 
Angle of tilt of the plane of the solar collector from the vertical. 
For the coldest month of the heating season the optimum angle of tilt 
is equal to the solar altitude when the sun is at its zenith (degrees). 
(PHI = 90° horizontal collector, PHI = 0° vertical collector) 

2. ALAT 
Latitude of the building (38 degrees). 

3. BLONG 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Length of one section of the solar collector in nondimensional units. 
For the collector used the sections have dimensions of 10 by 10 by 1 
(10 units). 

WIDE 
Width of one section of the solar collector (10 units). 

SDEEP 
Depth of one section of the solar collector (1 unit). 

XLONG 
Length of the ground coil (950 feet). 

COND 
Conductivity of the soil (1.24 Btu/hr ft °F). 
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8. DIFFU 
Thermal diffusivity of the soil (20.09 ft 2 /mo). 

9. AREAC 
Area of the solar collector (400 square feet). 

10. HLOSS FORMAT(FlO.O/) 
Estimated heating load of the building for an inside dry bulb temperature 
of 70°F, outside dry bulb temperature of 0°F, and a wind speed of 
12 mph (46,700 Btu/hr). 

11. (DECL(I), I,= 1, 12) FORMAT(l2F6.3/) 
The solar declination of the sun may be obtained from an ephemeris 
(degrees). 

12. (TANGLE (I), I = 1, 12) FORMAT(l2F6.2/) 
The hour angle of the sun is the angle at the pole formed by the 
meridian of the observer and the hour circle passing through the sun. 
In this example it is taken as 2.5 hours of useful sunshine before and 
after solar noon. Since one hour equals fifteen degrees of rotation of 
the earth, 2.5 hours= 37.5 (degrees). 

13.· (DS(I), I= 1, 12) FORMAT(l2F6.2/) 
The percent of possible sunshine may be found in United States Weather 
Bureau data (%). 

14. (HORIZI (I), I= 1, 12) FORMAT(l2F6.0/) 
Intensity. of direct solar radiation perpendicular to the horizontal plane 
(Btu/ft 2 /day). 

15. (TMAX(I), I= 1, 12) FORMAT(l2F6.2/) 
The average of the maximum air temperature for each month, over a period 
of several years (°F). 

16. (TMEAN(I), I= 1, 12) FORMAT(l2F6.2/) 

17. 

The mean air temperature for each month over a period of several years 
(OF) • 

(TU5(I), I= 1, 12) FORMAT(l2F6.2/) 
The average soil temperature for each month at a depth of five feet or 
at the depth of the ground coil below the surface (°F). 
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SOLAR EARTH HEAT PUMP 

ANGLE OF TILT ... 30.00 SOLAR COLLECTOR LENGTH = 10.00 GROUND COIL LENGTH .. 950.00 
LATITUDE .. 38.00 WIDTH = 10.00 SOIL CONDUCTIVITY .. 1.24 
COLLECTCR ARE~ ., 400.00 DEPTH = 1.oo • THERMAL OIFFUSIVITY = 20.09 
HEAT LOSS :a 46700 

SOLAR COLLECTOR 

ITEM SEPTE .. BER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEfoiBER JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUSf 
BETA 41.1611 31.8893 23 .490 7 19.2055 21.0022 27.7238 3&.9068 46.0298 52.1751 54.8558 53.8745 49~151o3 
TS 92.4802 83.3587 711.9171 70.2193 72.2366 79.2!)60 88.2407 97.6505 105.3797 109.6625 107.9908 10l,.:t31tl 
HOURS SUN 12.3307 11.1145 fJ.9890 9 •. 3626 9.6316 10.56i5 11. 76'5tt 13.0201 14.0506 14.6217 14.3988 u~~tu 
AlPHA 53.8460 45.1736 39.032 7 36.2657 37.4028 41.9848 49.5290 59.8100 70.0520 76.2407 n. 7949 64.5lli 
GA,MA 34.0067 48.5687 60.HZJ 66.6336 64.2063 54.7388 40.8352 25.8783 14.8352 9.5049 11.5132 20~4J1't 
GAMMA T 37.5050 47.9266 55.5792 58.4 752 56.9048 50.3041 40.3764 30.2837 22.7514 19 .. 1286 20.8849 21.4305 
MEAN TEMP 72.2900 60.6600 46.5900 37.3000 34.9000 36.9600 45.2200 55.9300 65.7,00 75.3200 78.8500 H.t.~tOO 
AVG. TEMP 82.2900 70.6600 56.5900 47-3000 44.9000 46.9600 55.2200 65.9300 75.7500 85.3200 88.8500 81.blo00 
UG •o5141 o4875 .4561 .un .4324 .4366 .4538 .4769 .4990 .5213 .5297 .5Z68 
uc . .1015 .1015 .1015 .1015 .1015 .1015 .1015 .1015 .1015 .1015 .1015 .. LH'S 

I 
F2 .9822 .9830 .9839 .9844 .9846 .9844 .9839 .9833 .9H27 .9820 .9818 .9619 I 

\.. 
Fl .9933 .9936 .9939 o9941 .9942 .9941 .9939 .9931 .9934 .9932 o99H .99}1 
OHll 8.oooo 8.oooo 8.oooo 8.cooo 8.oooo a.oooo 8.oooo 8.0000 8o0000 8.0000 8.0000 8.00()1)) 
C THETA T .7137 .7825 .8163 .8239 .8215 .8024 • 7497 .6622 .5761 .521tt .5464 $ &2201 
HORJl lo 193ft 1363 884 638 6l8 1002 1346 1783 2147 2432 2432 216'1' 
AREA TILT 12.98 9.56 7.20 7.86 7.59 8.23 11.31 15.22 19.06 21.44 20o49 16.98 
SHADING F .94809 .96175 • 97120 .96854 .96965 .96707 .95477 .93910 .92377 .91422 .91804 .9320!!l 
DIRT F .96667 .96667 .96667 .96667 .96667 .96667 .96667 .96667 .96667 .96667 .96667 oo'"i666"f 
T.A.P. .75350 • 77065 .77726 • 71851t .77814 • 77473 .76298 • 73836 • 70811 .68655 .69542 .12518 
fl .69058 .71647 • 72971 o72891 .72937 .72425 .70419 .67029 .61232 .60674 .61715 .65HO 

N Qll 1555.48 1425-11 1137.77 889.10 837.64 1119.95 117lo91t 1201.98 ll1lo85 1181.03 121tbo41 1345. bO::, 

0 THRESH I • 106.98 90.42 68.85 66.53 65.88 74.30 86.74 112.19 132.95 143.70 143.19 lZ'!i.:n 
QUll 1437.49 1320.59 1055.46 814.63 764.85 1035.37 1078.39 1092.95 1053.92 1058.88 1121.12 1224.5'11 
ETA 63.8197 66.3914 67.6913 66.7857 66.5990 66.9546 64.7917 60.9485 56.8685 54.3990 55.5111 59 .. 459Y 
JAN GAM T .7675 1o1078 1.4593 1o6303 lo5343 1.2047 .8504 .5840 o4194 .3468 .3816 .5l9C 
I S TILT 2252.43 1989.09 1559.22 1219.71 1148.44 1546.38 1664.24 1793.23 1853.25 1946.51 2019.64 2059 .. 41' 
MONTHS DURING WHICH COOLING OCCURS 

COQLUIG 1 
COOLI~G 10 
COOllt\G 11 
COOLING 12 

•' 





~ 
~ 

C OCT EQ 
C OCT DEL 
Q OCT MO 
TAU 
E 
E1 
E TCT AL 
HER HP 
HER SYS 
E2 
E Cfil 
E MCNTH 
HER M SYS 

11002 
202971 
267111 

1.319 
9.69 

353.78 
363.1tli 
8.053 
1.55S 

l20691tl 
13086 

12~0026 
.216 

114C5 
191442 

3090846 
16.14S 
123.to2 
351.52 
474.94 

7.3CO 
6.868 

1199204 
lt2121t9 

1620453 
1.907 

•' 

12140 12164 12006 
151162 131183 ll 9011 

6376H1 85421tl7 9126514 
40.S12 6S.ll8 76.686 
332.01 5H.02 620.04 
346.98. 31tt.98 346.98 
6 78. qq 881.00 ~67.02 

5.592 lt.652 4.218 
5.290 lt.406 4.051 

1183730 1183130 1183 710 
1113166 1822614 2116197 
2316896 3006344 3299927 

2.15;: 2.841 2.766 

12001 12lb5 12193 118HZ 11092 1" 2 10 Y97'J 

119082 D1307 1'>0811 173777 200677 22 _ 2iltl 226113 
8639767 6717114 4161691 1800965 -53'>422 -138/230 -1070~!44 

72.5~3 51.156 27.595 13.364 -2.668 -6.291 -4.735 
586.68 lol9.55 226.90 !12.Hb -19.79 -47.91 -31.22 
349.25 nt.52 356.05 358.32 351l.32 35!!.32 }')6.05 

935.92 771.07 582.96 441.17 331J.53 315.41 324 .tn 
lt.280 4.656 s. 339 b. 333 7.891 9. 43l 10.007 
4.0')3 4.1tl0 5.053 5.978 7.407 H.7'l8 9.313 

ll9l't67 1199204 1214678 1222414 1222414 1222414 12!4678 
2002325 1431928 711tlt2S 282785 -67529 -1461t52 -106554 
3193792 2631U2 1989103 1505200 ll51t885 107'>963 UOIH21t 

2.705 2.553 2.092 1.196 -.461t -1eZ89 -~966 
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·J. Summary 

A computer program has been used to calculate the solar energy available 

at various sites. Estimates for a variety of locations, sizes, efficiencies, 

etc. can be calculated using U.S. Weather Bureau statistics. Pessimistic, 

typical, and optimistic estimates for different conditions can be computed 

and plotted. Sub-routines, using Monte Carlo techniques, could be added to 

predict statistical variations (in temperature, wind speed, haze, etc.); and 

produce histograms of the expected results. 

A prototype solar-thermal-electric generator should be constructed in 

order to test the assumed efficiencies, dirt factor, solar load, temperature 

gradients, fog factors, etc. A small, inexpensive, low-temperature, electrical 

generator, and voltage-phase regulator are required. Extensions of this work 

to produce direct current for charging batteries also need investigation. 

Phase locking and source/sink power oscillations on an electrical grid need 

to be modeled.which includes a distribution of solar collectors. 

An example described some of the variables that need to be considered 

in order to arrive at a reasonably accurate estimate of the practicality of 

the technique. Regional maps can be drawn showing "isoinsolation" contour 

lines proportional to latitude, collector angle and sunlight. 

The program output is presently available in two sections: (1) solar 

collector and (2) solar collector and ground coil. The effects of various 

ground temperatures using a two coil system can be considered. 

The results of the computations are only to indicate general orders 

of magnitude, therefore the precise nature of the digital computer is not 

to be exploited. The main obstacle that may be encountered in applying 
I 

the program to various locations is obtaining the input data. Unfortunately, 

the average intensity of direct solar radiation over a period of years, and 

the average soil temperatures for monthly periods may not be readily available 

for each location candidate. 
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Figure 5 presents a block diagram of the proposed extension of this 

design which includes apparatus for generating and regulating electricity. 

The relationship to other major energy conversion devices is outlined which 
i I 

illustrates the interdependence of the various systems. The batteries are 

intended as a short term emergency electrical supply. They also may be used 

for an electrically powered commuter vehicle. Note that this system provides 

a means for generating electricity from the fossil and solar fuels when the 

electrical supply from the utility is interrupted. 

Supermarkets having a large inventory which requires refrigeration 

and some computer facilities depend on a constant supply of electricity, 

more so than an individual with a refrigerator and freezer full o~ food. 

Modern methods for the second-by-second control of power generation 

for large electrical grids is discussed in Reference 12. The complication 

of adding a collection of "power ponds" near the power consumers needs 

to be studied. 

The ultimate consideration is the cost of operation and installation 

of the equipment. The electrical power rate structure, short term invest-

ment tax credits, a maximum profit based on capital equipment, and many 

other factors enter into the complex task of determining how the cost of 

a solar energy sy~tem should be accounted for. 

A small, maintenance-free, residential solar-electrical generator 

designed to produce 220 and 110 volts A.C. in phase at 60 cycle is very 

desirable if it can be manufactured for a reasonable cost. It was estimated 

that the collector could produce about 60¢/day income. Certainly this 

simplified calculation should be investigated further since many of the ., 

numbers quoted are intended to raise questions, criticisms, and debates. 
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!..,.. Figure Captions 

Figure 1. Average solar energy received on a horizontal plane at the 
earth's surface in June, expressed as gram calories per square 
centimeter per day (Ref. 2). 

Figure 2. Insolation at Brisbane -January 19, 1967 (Ref. 4). 

Figure 3. Solar - earth heat pump (Ref. 1). 

Figure 4. States of F-12 

Figure 5· Proposed energy flow diagram for a building. 
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r-----------------LEGALNOTICE------------------~ 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor 
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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